
Capture™ 
Capture is the professional screen 

capture utility that can be used at any 
time on any Mac. Just press a user 
defined key combination - Capture is 
initiated. Click and drag an area for 
capture or capture the whole screen 
automatically. You can even capture 
multiple screens. Captured screen 
graphics are stored according to your 
specifications into the Clipboard/ 
Scrapbook or as a PICT, TIFF 5.0, TIFF 
4.0 or MacPaint file. Name the captured 
file or select Auto-name File for further 
convenience. 

• TIFF: Capture screen images in high 
quality color TIFF 5.0 or 4.0 formats. Screen 
captures saved as TIFF maintain better color 
fidelity when separated tor printing. Convert 
Mac tiles into IBM PC fifes. 
• Compression: TIFF 5.0 fifes containing 
color or gray scale images are compressed 
from 25 to 90 percent. 
· Color: Items from the screen are captured 
in high quality PICT or TIFF formats. Fu// 
color is maintained. Capture supports 32-bit 
color OuickDraw so images can be captured 
in full color. Screen shots across multiple 
screens are now possible even if the monitors 
are at different color levels. 
• "Footprint": Capture 4.0 requires only 64K 
of available RAM to capture any screen - 
even large 32-bit color screens - when 
capturing to a fife. This eliminates problems of 
capturing large graphics in MultiFinder. 

Capture is ideal for designing 
training or technical manuals, 
transferring graphics between Macintosh 
applications, enhancing documents or 
creating a fast picture of your work. 
Captured images can be pasted into any 
page layout or word processing program 
or edited in a graphics program. The 
image is not distorted during placement 
into other programs or during 
proportional resizing. 

Tl FF 4.0 File 
MacPaint File 

Set an automatic 
delay up to 999 
seconds. 

Capture can be used at any time. 
Capturing dialog boxes, System 7.0 help 
balloons or pulled-down menus is 
simple. No matter what application you 
are using, Capture is always available. 

Capture resides in Mac World 
magazine's INIT Hall Of Fame. Once 
you use it you 'II find it indispensible! 

Specify the keyboard command 
that initiates Capture. 

Store all your captured files in a 
folder of your selection. 

Assign a different application for 
each format. Here Photoshop is 
launched when TIFF 5.0 files are 
double-clicked. 

Optionally include the cursor in 
your screens. 

Force graphics from color to 
black & white automatically. 

Capture will automatically name 
and store your captured files. 

Receive feedback each time 
Capture is used. 
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Features: 
System 7.0 friendly. 
Stores graphics in the Clipboard & Scrapbook or in a file. 
Capture the entire screen automatically. 
Capture graphics across multiple screens. 
Capture large & color screens. 
Capture menus & dialog boxes. 
A destination folder can be specified. 
The launching application can be set for each file type. 
An option to force an image from color to black & white. 
An option to capture any image after a specified time. 
Capture the cursor. 
Automatic reduction of captured image in 1% increments. 
Not copy protected. 
Runs on Macintosh Plus, SE, Portable, II families, le & Classic. 
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